Channelers and Dark Entities
If all these channelers would understand the basic science behind what's going on, they would realize
they're being lied to.
It's simple.
Your mind creates your reality and reality is expressed in timelines. The matrix has hacked into your
lower mind in order to manipulate you into creating the reality it wants. It puts things on TV that aren't
true in order for you to believe them, because they know they will come true if they have a number of
believers. For this reason, both timelines are existing consecutively : the Matrix timeline and the higher
Light timeline based on truth and love.
It's just pure science.
If you want only one timeline here in 4D duality, then you would have to KILL the people who are
believing in the matrix narrative in order to shut that negative timeline down. Of course, nobody is
going to do that. And you would probably just end up replacing them on the lower frequencies anyway.
If your vibration is low, you will attract lower vibrational entities to channel (unless you have a 5D
implant that won't work on lower vibrations). If you still believe in control, manipulation, predatory
behaviour, hating others, division, etc etc then you will attract entities that believe in it too - reptilians,
draconians, etc. The Light forces don't want their messages being distorted into duality thinking
patterns, especially ones as toxic as the ones I've just mentioned. They get distorted enough just coming
from higher dimensions.
The reason the dark ones get us to think we're like this is SO THEY CAN DISGUISE THEMSELVES
AMONG US, also disguising their voices as our own inner voice.
If you channel and you don't believe in these things - if you're of unity consciousness, then you're good.
If you have an implant and are straddling timelines at times, then you can still channel higher beings
like I do. Sometimes I channel just to raise my frequency when I've been triggered.
The dark ones cannot function higher than 4D. They're not allowed to, apparently. They only have
jurisdiction in duality, and that's obviously so we can take what they do to us and work towards unity
consciousness, which is an ascension process.
The only way for channelers to ensure they're channeling a light entity is to raise their own frequency do their inner work and to learn the mind control programming that's being used on us and to watch for
it in their messages. I talk to people who can see these entities and sometimes it takes 3 or 4 tries before
they finally get to talk to the real entity, not a fake representative of the dark.

